### Course Title: Advanced Radio Broadcast Workshop

### Term/Semester/Year: Every Semester

### Course Catalog Number: COMM3558.21

### Instructor: Sheffield

### Course Description:
A continuation of the basic COMM 2557 Radio Broadcast Workshop. The student now is required to perform and engineer a weekly one to two hour radio program at WFDU-FM during the station’s off-air hours. This show is recorded and critiqued by the professor using specific guidelines that have been thoroughly discussed in class and in one-on-one sessions.

### Prerequisites (If any):
COMM 2557 Radio Broadcast Workshop

### Goals and Objectives:
To fine tune the students DJ technique both as an entertainer/host and as the engineer of their own show. The recorded show segments can be edited and presented as a demo in an effort to gain employment in the exciting and highly competitive radio broadcasting business.

### Course Topics:
Getting accustomed to performing a long form radio broadcast. Absorbing delivery & engineering suggestions in an effort to improve.

### Text:
None – Listening skills and note taking are imperative.